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ABSTRACT. – The formula of integration by parts for heat measures over a loop group established by
B. Driver is revesited through an alternative approach to this result. We shall first establish directly the
integration by parts formula over an unimodular Lie group (which will be the finite product of a compact
Lie group with a correlated metric), using the concept of tangent processes. A new expression for Ricci
tensor will enable us the passage to the limit. Ó Elsevier, Paris
Introduction
Let G be a compact Lie group. We shall be concerned with the following based loop group:
Le(G)=
{
` : [0,1]→G continuous; `(0)= `(1)= e},
where e is the unit element ofG. The Brownian motion onLe(G)was constructed by P. Malliavin
as what follows (see [11]):
Let G be the Lie algebra of G, endowed with an Ad-invariant metric 〈 , 〉G . Denote:
Poo(G)=
{
w : [0,1]→ G continuous; w(0)=w(1)= 0}.
Let Ho(G) be the Cameron–Martin subspace:
Ho(G)=
{






Let x(t, ·) be a Brownian motion on Poo(G), with the covariance operator 〈 , 〉Ho . For θ ∈ [0,1],
consider the s.d.e.:
dt gx(t, θ)= gx(t, θ) ◦ dt x(t, θ), gx(0, θ)= e.(1)
By Kolmogoroff modification theorem, (t, θ)→ gx(t, θ) has a continuous version. The process
t→ gx(t, ·) is a Brownian motion on Le(G). For more detailled discussion, see [11] or [3].
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Now for T > 0 given, let νT be the law of gx(T , ·) on Le(G). The question about the quasi-
invariance of νT was arised in [11]. It was successfully resolved by B. Driver in [2,3]. In
this work, we shall present an alternative proof of this result. Of course, the basic ingredients
introduced by Driver in [3], like the stochastic parallel transport and the finite dimensional
approximation, play the central role.
The paper is divided into two parts. In the first one, we treat the problem on an unimodular
Lie group, which will be the finite product of a compact Lie group with some correlated metric.
The important fact about unimodular Lie groups is that
∑d
i=1∇ei ei = 0 where {e1, . . . , ed} is
any orthonormal basis of G and ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita covariant derivative. In this part, we
shall establish a new expression for Ricci tensor (see (15)), which will yield in second part, an
approximation of the Ricci tensor on loop group in a natural way. In part two, we shall emphasis
the fact that h→∇hk is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator onHo(G) and that ‖∇k‖HS 6 C|k|Ho , which
will play the key role in our estimations.
I. Integration by parts on unimodular Lie groups
We shall consider a compact Lie group G but its Lie algebra G is equipped with an inner
product 〈 , 〉G which is not assumed to be Ad-invariant. Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection on
G defined by:
〈∇ab, c〉G = 12{〈[a, b], c〉G − 〈[a, c], b〉G − 〈[b, c], a〉G}, a, b, c ∈ G,
G is compact, therefore unimodular. It is well known that (see [2, p. 731]):
d∑
n=1
∇enen = 0 for any orthonormal basis of G.(2)
1. Stochastic parallel translation
Let x(t) be a Brownian motion on G and {e1, . . . , ed } be an orthonormal basis of G. Consider




∇ei kt (x) ◦ dxi(t), k0(x)= a ∈ G,(3)
where xi(t)= 〈ei , x(t)ϕ〉G . Define: Uta = Ut,xa = kt (x). Remark that the operators: ∇ei :G→
G are antisymmetric, Ut,x has a modification such that almost surely, for all t , Ut,x is unitary.
Define, for T > 0 fixed,
X = {x : [0, T ]→ G continuous; x(0)= 0}
which is endowed with its naturel filtration Ft .
2. Tangent processes on G
The concept of tangent processes has been recently developed in Analysis of the Riemannian
path space (see [1,12]). A tangent process (qt (x), zt (x)) on G is an adapted process taking its
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values in so(G)× G, where so(G) denotes the space of antisymmetric matrices on G, such that
T∫
0
∣∣zt (x)∣∣2G dt 6 C <+∞ a.s.(4)















By Girsanov theorem, we have (see [7]):














γ : [0, T ]→G continuous; γ (0)= e}.
A cylindrical function F on Pe(G) is written in the form:
F(γ )= f (γ (t1), . . . , γ (tN )), f ∈ C∞(GN ).
In what follows, we shall denote by gx(t) a Brownian motion on G, which is the solution of the
following Stratanovich s.d.e.




Let zt (x) be an adapted G-valued process such that z′t (x)= ddt zt (x) satisfies the condition (4).























x (tj )∂jf, ztj
〉
G,(7)
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where ∂jf denotes the partial gradient with respect to j -th component.






x (tj )∂jf 1(t<tj ).(8)










Now for such z given, we shall introduce the tangent process (qz, zˆ) defined by:




The fact that qz(t) ∈ so(G) comes from the expression: qz(t)a =−∇Ut zt a by torsion free.
THEOREM 3.2. – Let F :Pe(G)→ R be a cylindrical function. Denote F˜ (x)= F(gx). Then
we have
(DzF )(gx)= (Dqz,zˆF˜ )(x).(11)
Proof. – Let gx,ε(t)= gx(t) eεUt zt . By Itô formula, we have:





gx(t) ei ◦ dxi(t)
) ◦ eεUt zt + εgx(t) ◦ (exp′ (εUt zt ) ◦ dUtzt ),



























) ◦ dxi(t)− ε(gx(t) exp′ (εUtzt )∇ei (Utzt )) ◦ dxi(t)]










ei − εe−εUtzt exp′ (εUtzt )∇ei (Utzt )
) ◦ dxi(t)]
+ εgx,ε(t)e−εUt zt exp′ (εUt zt )Ut z′t dt .
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Then qi(t)=−[Utzt , ei] − ∇ei (Ut zt ). Define qz(t)a =
∑d
i=1 qiz(t)〈a, ei〉G . We have:
qz(t)a =−[Utzt , a] −∇a(Utzt )=−∇Utzt a.(12)
Now denote: zˆ(t) = Utz′t + 12
∑d
i=1 dqiz(t) · dxi(t), where dqiz(t) · dxi(t) denotes the stochastic
contraction, which is given by:
dqiz(t) · dxi(t)=
[∇ei (Utzt ), ei]+∇ei∇ei (Utzt )dt =∇∇ei (Ut zt )ei .(13)
Denote by Mx(t)= { ddε gx,ε(t)}ε=0, then Mx(t) satisfies the following Stratanovich s.d.e.:
dMx(t)=Mx(t) ◦ dx(t)+ gx(t) ◦ (qtdx(t)+ zˆ(t)dt), Mx(0)= 0.(14)




yε(t)+ εzˆ(t)dt), g˜x,ε(0)= e.
We have: g˜x,0 = gx . Denote: M˜x(t)= { ddε g˜x,ε(t)}ε=0. Then M˜x satisfies the same s.d.e. (14). By
















The exact expression for zˆ comes from the following lemma. In fact, we have for all a ∈ G,
d∑
i=1
〈∇∇ei (Utzt )ei, a〉G = d∑
i,j=1








〈∇ei (Utzt ), ej 〉G . 2







〈∇ei a, εj 〉G · 〈∇εj b, ei 〉G, a, b ∈ G.(15)











[〈∇aei,∇ei b〉G − 〈∇[a,ei ]ei, b〉G]





〈∇aei, ej 〉G · 〈ej ,∇ei b〉G −∑
ij









































Now for another orthonormal basis {ε1, . . . , εd} of G, replacing ej =∑dα=1 ujαεα , we obtain the
result. 2
4. Derivative of the stochastic transport
Let a ∈ G and zt be an adapted G-valued process such that
∫ T
0 |z′t |2G dt is bounded almost
surely.
DEFINITION 4.1. – (i) We define the stochastic operatorAz,at :G→ G by:








Remark. – It is clear that Cz,at is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis.








(∇zˆs ks +Cz,as )ds.(18)








Now for ε > 0, denote yε(t)=
∫ t
0 e
εqz(s) dx(s). Let kε,zt = kt (yε + ε
∫ ·
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Now by Itô formula, we verify that Vˆt defined by the second side in (18) is the solution of the
s.d.e (19). It follows that Vˆt = Vt =Dqz,zˆkt . 2
5. Integration by parts for heat measures
Let a ∈ G. Denote by a˜ the left invariant vector field on G. Let f ∈ C∞(G). Then (a˜f )(g)=
〈∇f (g), ga〉 where ∇f denotes the gradient of on G. Let T > 0. Consider the cylindrical
function F on Pe(G) defined by F(γ )= f (γ (T )). Take α(t) = t/T . Define z(t)= α(t)U−1T a.






















































































Proof. – Replacing Fi and zˆi by their expressions, we obtain easily the result. 2
Now we shall compute the quantity
∑d















(∇zˆi (Usei)+Czi ,eis )ds
〉
.(22)
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LEMMA 5.2. – We have:
d∑
i=1
Azi ,eit =−α(t)U−1t RicG.(23)
Proof. – Let a, b ∈ G. By definition (16) and by (12),
d∑
i=1














〈∇Ut ei a, ej 〉G · α(t)
=−〈RicG a,Utb〉G · α(t),
the last equality follows from (15). So we obtain (23). 2
















Let a ∈ G, we have:
d∑
i=1
〈∇(RicG Usei )(Usei), a〉G =∑
ij




















a,∇ej (RicG ej )
〉
G = 〈a,J 〉G .
It follows that
∑
i ∇(RicG Usei )(Usei)= J . We obtain (24). 2




Proof. – Let a ∈ G. By expression (17), we have:
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ej ,Azi ,eis eβ
〉
G .


































Now combining (20)–(25), we obtain the following Driver’s result [2, p. 732]:

































As in [2], using the Itô backward stochastic integral, it leads to:


















where U(t, T )=U(t)U(T )−1, which is adapted to the time reversed filtration.
Remark 5.7. – The result of Theorem 3.2 can be extended to the case of the loop groupLe(G)
(see [5]). But a direct approach for heat measures on Le(G) like the Section 5 arises severals
serious difficulties. Althought the series like (23), (25) can be handled, but the convergence of
the series like (21) is not trivial. Morever (perhaps the most delicate), we do not know if the
series
∑
i ∇Usei (Usei) converges.
II. Passage to the loop group
In what follows,G will be a compact Lie group and its Lie algebra G will be endowed with an
Ad-invariant metric 〈 , 〉G . Consider the following loop group:
Le(G)=
{
` : [0,1]→G continuous; `(0)= `(1)= e}.










plays the role of the Lie algebra of Le(G). Let F :Le(G)→ R be a cylindrical function in the
form:
F(`)= f (`(θ1), . . . , `(θN)), f ∈ C∞(GN).














∂jf, `(θj )h(θj )
〉
.(26)
The gradient operator ∇L on Le(G) is defined by:
(∇LF )(`)= N∑
j=1
`−1(θj )∂jf G(θj , ·),











− 〈[h, z], k〉
Ho
− 〈[k, z], h〉
Ho
}














It follows that for k ∈Ho(G) given, h→∇hk is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator on Ho(G). Morever
we have (see [4,6]):
‖∇k‖HS 6 C|k|Ho,(27)
which will play a key role in our approach of the passage to limit.
1. Finite-dimensional approximation (see [3])




G(si, ·)Qij h(sj ),(28)
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Then ΠP is the orthogonal projection from Ho(G) onto HP(G). By definition (28), we see that:
ΠPh=ΠP h˜ if and only if h(si)= h˜(si) for i = 1, . . . , n.(29)
DEFINITION 1.1. – Let h, k ∈HP (G). Define
[h, k]P =ΠP [h, k].(30)
PROPOSITION 1.2 ([3]). – (i) HP(G) is a Lie algebra;
(ii) The Levi-Civita connection on HP(G) is given by:
∇Ph k =ΠP∇hk.(31)
(iii) ∑i ∇Pei ei = 0 for any orthonormal basis of HP(G).
Proof. – (i) comes from (29) and (ii) from the definition of Levi-Civita connection. To see (iii),
consider the applicationΛP :HP(G)→ GP defined by
ΛP (h)=
(
h(s1), . . . , h(sn)
)
.




Qij 〈ai, bj 〉G ,(32)
where a = (a1, . . . , an) and b = (b1, . . . , bn) are in GP . Therefore ΛP (∇Ph k) is the Levi-Civita
covariant derivative on GP with the metric (32). Now by (2), we obtain (iii). 2
2. Brownian motion on Le(G) and its projection on GP







〉)= s ∧ t〈u1, u2〉Ho for all u1, u2 ∈ Poo(G)′,(33)
where Poo(G)′ denotes the topological dual of Poo(G). An element u ∈ Poo(G)′ is identified to
u˜ ∈Ho(G) by the relation 〈u,h〉 = 〈u˜, h〉Ho for all h ∈ Ho(G). Let θ ∈ [0,1] and a ∈ G. Define
ua,θ ∈ Poo(G)′ by 〈ua,θ ,w〉 = 〈a,w(θ)〉G . We have, for h ∈Ho(G):










Then ua,θ is identified to G(θ, ·)a ∈Ho(G). Therefore 〈ua,θ1, ub,θ2〉Ho =G(θ1, θ2)〈a, b〉G . Now










)= t ∧ s G(θ1, θ2)〈a, b〉G .(34)
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PROPOSITION 2.1. – Let P = {0 < s1 < · · · < sn < 1} be a partition of [0,1]. Define xPt =
(x(t, s1), . . . , x(t, sn)). Then t → xPt is a Brownian motion on GP with respect to the metric
defined in (32).

























QijQα β t ∧ s G(sj , sβ)〈ai, bα〉G
= t ∧ s
∑
αβ
Qαβ〈aβ, bα〉G = (t ∧ s)〈a, b〉P . 2
Now consider t → gx(t, ·) the Brownian motion on Le(G) defined in (1). Denote gPx (t) =
(gx(t, s1), . . . , gx(t, sn)). Then gPx (t) satisfies the s.d.e. (6). Therefore gPx (t) is a Brownian
motion on GP . Let F(`) = f (`(θ1), . . . , `(θN)) be a cylindrical function on Le(G). Take P





`(s1), . . . , `(sn)
)
,
where hP =ΠPh and h˜P denotes the left invariant vector field on GP . Applying the Theorem






















where IdP ,UP (t, T ) and RicP are associated elements in HP(G).
3. Stochastic parallel transport on Ho(G) and its approximation
Let {hn, n > 1} be an orthonormal basis of Ho(G). The following result was proved in [4].
Here we shall give a simple proof, using the relation (27).
LEMMA 3.1. – Let h ∈ Ho(G). Then the series 11h =∑n>1∇hn∇hnh converges in Ho(G).
Morever, 11h is basis independent and there exists a constant C > 0 such that:
|11h|Ho 6 C|h|Ho for all h ∈Ho(G).
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→ 0 as p,q→+∞.
Therefore 11h =∑n>1∇hn∇hnh converge in Ho(G). The fact that 11h is basis independent
comes from the fact that 〈11h, k〉Ho =−
∑
n>1〈∇hnh,∇hnk〉Ho is basis independent. 2
Now consider a Brownian motion x(t) on Poo(G). Let FTt be the time-reversed filtration, which
is generated by {〈u,x(T −s)−x(T )〉; s 6 t, u ∈ Poo(G)′}. Then t→ xˆT (t) is a Brownian motion
with respect to FTt .
THEOREM 3.2. – There exists an unique continuous Ho(G)-valued process kˆt satisfying the
s.d.e.
dkˆt =−∇dxˆTt kˆt +
1
2
11kˆt dt, kˆ0 = ko ∈Ho(G).(36)
Proof. – It follows by Picard iteration (see [3]). 2
Remark. – As h→∇hk is Hilbert–Schmidt, the stochastic integral
∫ t
0 ∇dxˆTs kˆs is well-defined.





where kˆt (hn) is the solution of the s.d.e. (36) such that kˆ0(hn)= hn. It is verified that Ut,xˆT h is
the solution of (36) with the initial condition kˆ0 = h (see [3]). Now for a subdivision P given,
define the operator:
∇ˆPh =ΠP∇ΠPhΠP .









t dt, kˆP0 = ko ∈Ho(G),
where 11P =
∑
n ∇ˆPhn ∇ˆPhn with {hn; n = 1, . . . ,NP } an orthonormal basis of HP (G). Define
UP
t,xˆT
k0 = kˆPt . Then (see [10] or [9, p. 250]):
UP
T−t,xˆT =UP (t, T ) on HP (G).(39)
In order to pass to the limit, we shall consider the family of finer and finer subdivision P of [0,1].
The subspaces HP (G) form an increasing sequence such that
⋃
P HP (G) is dense in Ho(G).
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In order to prove this result, we shall prepare some lemmas.
LEMMA 3.4. – There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all P and h ∈Ho(G)∣∣11Ph∣∣Ho 6 C|h|Ho .(41)
Proof. – Let k ∈ Ho(G). Let {h1, . . . , hNP } be an orthonormal basis of HP (G). By (38), we




∣∣∣∣6 ∥∥∇ˆPh∥∥HS · ∥∥∇ˆPk∥∥HS 6 C2 |h|Ho |k|Ho.
It follows that: |11Ph|Ho 6C2 |h|Ho . 2




Proof. – Let hn ∈⋃P HP(G) be an orthonormal basis of Ho(G). Let NP be the dimension of







































→11h as |P |→ 0,











= ∣∣∇Π⊥Ph∣∣HS 6 C∣∣Π⊥Ph∣∣Ho→ 0. 2
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LEMMA 3.6. – For h ∈Ho(G), we have
lim
P
∥∥∇h− ∇ˆPh∥∥HS = 0.(43)
Proof. – Let hn ∈⋃P HP (G) be an orthonormal basis of Ho(G). We have
∇hnh− ∇ˆPhnh=∇hnh−ΠP∇hnΠPh
=Π⊥P∇hnh+ΠP∇hnΠ⊥Ph for n6NP .













∣∣Π⊥P∇hnh∣∣2Ho + 2C∣∣Π⊥Ph∣∣2Ho + ∑
n>NP
|∇hnh|2Ho
→ 0 as |P |→ 0. 2




)=−∇ˆPdxˆTt (kˆt − kˆPt )− (∇dxˆTt −∇PdxˆTt )kˆt + 1211P(kˆt − kˆPt )+ 12(11 −11P)kˆt dt .























∣∣kˆs − kˆPs ∣∣2Ho ds
)
.
















∥∥∇ kˆs − ∇ˆP kˆs∥∥2HS ds
)
→ 0.




















∣∣kˆs − kˆPs ∣∣2Ho ds
)
.
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∣∣kˆPξ − kˆξ ∣∣2Ho)6 aP +E
( t∫
0










∣∣kˆPt − kˆt ∣∣2Ho)6 limP (aPeCT )= 0. 2
4. Ricci tensor on Ho(G) and its approximation
In order to take the limit in (35), we need to introduce the Ricci tensor on Ho(G). Let
{e1, . . . , ed} be an orthonormal basis of G and {cn, n > 1} be an orthonormal basis of Ho(R).






([∇h,∇hn,i ] − ∇[h,hn,i ])hn,i converges in Ho(G).
By [6, p. 395], we have the following expression:∑
n,m
〈∇hnh,hm〉Ho · 〈∇hmk,hn〉Ho =−〈RicHo h, k〉Ho,(44)
where {hn, n> 1} is an orthonormal basis of Ho(G).
LEMMA 4.1. – Let h ∈Ho(G), we have
lim
P
|RicHo h−RicP ΠPh|Ho = 0.(45)
Proof. – Let hn ∈⋃P HP (G) be an orthonormal basis of Ho(G). By (44) and (15), we have,
for any k ∈Ho(G):




























= C|k|Ho · I1(P).
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= C|k|Ho · I2(P).
Therefore |ΠPRicHo ΠPh−RicP ΠPh|Ho 6 C(I1(P)+ I2(P))→ 0. Now
RicHo h−ΠPRicHo ΠPh=ΠPRicHo Π⊥Ph+Π⊥PRicHo h→ 0.
We obtain the result. 2




Proof. – It follows from (15) and (27). 2
5. Passage to limit





























α′(T − t)Ut,xˆT h,dxˆTt
〉
in L2.










α(T − t)RicHo Ut,xˆT h, dxˆTt
〉
in L2.
Finally, we obtain the following result:






))=−E(F (gx(T )) T∫
0
〈
α′(T − t)Ut,xˆT h−
1
2
α(T − t)RicHo Ut,xˆT h, dxˆTt
〉)
.
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